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The job posting is outdated and position may be filledDevelop comprehensive

documentation that meets organizational standardsObtain a deep understanding of products and

services to translate complex product information into simple, polished, and engaging

contentWrite user-friendly content that meets the needs of the target audience, turning

insights into language that sets our users up for successDevelop and maintain detailed

databases of appropriate reference materials, including research, usability tests, and design

specificationsEvaluate current content and develop innovative approaches for

improvementResponsibilities:Research, outline, write and edit new and existing content,

working closely with various departments to understand project requirementsIndependently

gather information from subject matter experts to develop, organize, and write procedure

manuals, technical specifications, and process documentationWork with development and

support leads to identify all documentation repositories, revise and edit, and determine the

best solution for data compilation and centralized storageResearch, create, and maintain

information architecture templates that uphold organizational and legal standards, and allow

for easy data migrationDevelop content in alternative media forms for maximum usability, with

a consistent and cohesive voice across all documentationSkills and

Qualifications:Bachelor’s degree in a relevant technical field3-6 years industry experience

as an effective technical writerProven ability to quickly learn and understand complex

topicsPrevious experience writing documentation and procedural materials for multiple

audiencesSuperior written and verbal communication skills, with a keen eye for

detailExperience working with engineering to improve the user experience: design, UI, and
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help refine content and create visuals and diagrams for technical support contentPreferred

Qualifications:Proven working experience in technical writing of software documentation,

technical proposalsAbility to deliver high-quality documentation paying attention to detailAbility

to quickly grasp complex technical concepts and make them easily understandable in text

and picturesProven ability to handle multiple projects simultaneously, with an eye for

prioritizationFirm understanding of the systems development life cycle (SDLC)Experience

using XML tools to create documentation Disclaimer: Drjobs.aeis only a platform that connects

job seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to conduct their own independent

research into the credentials of the prospective employer.We always make certain that our

clients do not endorse any request for money payments, thus we advise against sharing any

personal or bank-related information with any third party. If you suspect fraud or

malpractice, please contact us via contact us page.Our goal is to make hiring as easy as possible.

We find the right talent for every company, ensuring that each candidate finds a job they

enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting and job search solutions. If

you are looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you can upload your profile on

our website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our platform gives you the

flexibility you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to apply for all different kinds of

jobs, whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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